June Newsletter
Well we are already into June and still awaiting the sunshine, bring it on....................All gate cards need to be
reprogrammed, you will have to bring them into the office and we will re-initialize your gate cards, if you
need to get a new card, all cards will be $20.00 moving forward.
We are excited to be bringing in a new standard of camping to Primrose Park, we have amazing campers
and want to continue with that. We will be updating our pricing and rules throughout the season. There
will be new guidelines that will be strictly enforced which will leave no room for error or misunderstanding,
this is ensure your camping experience is a wonderfully relaxing, and enjoyable place to be. We are
researching all the regulations with regards to decking, sheds, and all improvements to lots, and it will be
very specific. Any items that do not meet regulations will be dealt with on a lot to lot basis. We are looking
forward to putting structure into place where needed and taking the guess work out of what is acceptable.
Our staff has been busy cleaning leaves, cutting grass and getting things spruced up for the season, special
thanks to Robyn and Jesse for doing such a great job. They will continue to clean the grounds to make
Primrose Park a beautiful place to spend your time. We appreciate all you campers that have diligently
maintained a site that is leaf free and your lawns all trimmed up. Any seasonal that has not cleaned their
leaves by June 1st, we will clean them for you and charges will apply. If there are campers that had their grass
cut by Norm in the past on a regular basis and would like to discuss having this continued, please come to the
office and we can figure out a plan to help you with that.
Our new sign has been installed and it looks awesome, we are awaiting arrival of the letters so we can have a
message board for our campers. We are excited to be able to have this new advertising tool for the campers
benefit for up and coming events. We will be installing new lights so that the sign and the end of the driveway
are visible at night, for safe and easy access for our late night travellers.
Penny has done a great job of keeping our bathrooms clean and put a new stain on the men’s shower
stalls, they look fabulous. Can’t wait to do the ladies! Note: the ladies showers will be closed for the week of
stain/urethaning, sorry in advance for any inconvenience this may cause. Penny has been filling in for John
and Sadie while they are taking time to be with family. We look forward to seeing John and Sadie soon as they
will be preparing to return from Alberta this month.
We are aiming to complete construction behind the main building by the Canada Day weekend! We are so
close, just waiting on materials to be delivered. Once the exterior is complete, Wil will do a wonderful job of
grading and finishing the surrounding roads/lots as he always does!
Watch for updates of events that will be happening throughout the summer, we are planning a big
celebration for Canada Day on Saturday July 1st, 2017; we are excited to spend it with each and every one
of you that will be here with us on that weekend.
For those of you that enjoy being here at Primrose Park we ask that you take a few minutes and post a
positive review of your experience, the following is our link to the Camping in Ontario website:

https://www.campinginontario.ca/ReviewCampground/PrimrosePark
We are also on facebook, our page is Primrose Park Family Camping. We love to hear the wonderful
stories and seeing all the great pictures from you guys. Let the camping season continue........
Wil, Rose, Roni, Billy, Robyn, Sophie and Jesse

